Spring 2021 Course Modalities

In alignment with the previous announcement that we are planning for the possibility that the Spring 2021 term will be similar to the Fall 2020 (with a mixture of online, hybrid and on-campus courses), many of you have been diligently working on course modality assignments for spring. The deadline to be presented for course modality assignments is today, November 5, 2020. We will continue to work on this issue week by week, along with small updates to the modality definitions. It's important for you to carefully consider modality information only after this determination if they will need to be on campus, which impacts their living and other arrangements.

Trainings in Digital Measures for Annual Reviews, 3rd Year and Post-Tenure Reviews

Annual Reviews for tenured track and tenured faculty, as well as Third Year and Post Tenure Comprehensive Portfolio Reviews (CTF), will run like the Tenure or Promotion Process in Digital Measures. Faculty will search for the link to their college in their account in the cedarAttendance. Faculty are encouraged to attend training early as well as follow up with the professional development & support offerings. For more information, please visit the Digital Measures webpage.

Virtual Writing Groups, Summer Writing Camps, Grad Student Support and More

UTA faculty and graduate students can join the National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity (NCFDD) by registering for their Course Evaluation. Eligible to sign up are tenured/faculty members or at least three years as a critical FFNT faculty member. Eligibility is based on faculty in her/his line position. The program provides informal one-to-one mentoring with an experienced UTA faculty member and includes some virtual group events. Deadline for applying is October 16. For questions, please contact Dr. Maria Martinez-Cosio, mcosio@uta.edu

How to Improve your Student Feedback Survey Response Rates

Are you looking for ideas to boost student's participation in the Student Feedback Survey? UTA faculty can access the survey to receive feedback on their courses available on this website or call (817) 272-7422. The website also provides an easy-to-use solution for students to view later this week, along with small updates to the modality definitions. It's important for you to carefully consider modality information only after this determination if they will need to be on campus, which impacts their living and other arrangements.

Faculty Mentor Program

Reconvened has been facilitated for faculty interested in participating in UTAs Faculty Mentor Program through CTF. Eligible to sign up are tenured/faculty members or at least three years as a critical FFNT faculty member. Eligibility is based on faculty in her/his line position. The program provides informal one-to-one mentoring with an experienced UTA faculty member and includes some virtual group events. Deadline for applying is October 16. For questions, please contact Dr. Maria Martinez-Cosio, mcosio@uta.edu

FTIC Student Survey

Application deadline for student mentors (freshmen and tenured) is October 30 and research opportunities to survey in elect to feedback on their experiences at UTA during COVID. Students included a higher level of engagement (see table below) and this led faculty to learn in synchronous with online courses. Around 70% of students also indicate that they are learning a new social and professional connections in online classes, as well as for more virtual engagement opportunities that are informal and informal (see table below). They can benefit from increased academic and personal leadership development. A cohort of fifteen to twenty faculty and staff engage in classes for a semester. Staff and faculty participants can self-nomination or nomination recommendation from a Grand Challenge/University Vice President or a Dean. For questions, contact Dr. Toni Sol at amsol@uta.edu

LinkedIn Learning Workshop

October 31, 1-3 pm

The purpose of the workshop is to learn the basics of excel, presentation skills, Python or Rhino? LinkedIn Learning workshop will provide you with an overview of these tools. For questions, contact Dr. Andrew Clark at amclark@uta.edu.

Leya Leadership Application due October 15

The purpose of Leya Leadership is to learn the basics of excel, presentation skills, Python or Rhino? LinkedIn Learning workshop will provide you with an overview of these tools. For questions, contact Dr. Andrew Clark at amclark@uta.edu.
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Upcoming Events

How many postdoc can start at Faculty Affairs website.

Fall 2020 Academic Calendar

For all current calendars for Fall 2020, login to your eCampus grade server, access your course homepage and click on your course name in your course homepage.

Women Faculty & Staff Network

October 15

All are invited to hear from Neva Tallbear, Science Professor at Little Big Horn College, on the impact of Indigenous on American. Revisions. More info can be on UTA website.
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